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ReVISION helping to bring rape crisis center to Statesboro

By Natasha Hartry
nharty@yahoo.com
• While most students and people in the community
are sleeping or studying, there's a small group of students
and others in the community who spend the majority of
#their time trying to assist victims of sexual assault.
ReVISION, a gender issues group, is composed of
a group of students whose goal is to make gender issues known and combat against sexual assaults here on
campus and in the community. ReVISION has teamed
up with the Bulloch County Sexual Assault Task Force
/BCSATF) in an effort to bring a Rape Crisis Center
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MORE INFO

here to Statesboro.
Dr. Linda Paige, vice-chair of the BCSATF and
faculty chairperson of ReVISION, talked about the
goal of the task force and also of ReVISION. Paige
said that training is starting Oct. 17,18, and 19 for
Crisis Advocates, for people who will be called to East
Georgia Medical Center in cases of sexual assault, rape,
and incest.
"Our purpose is to be with the victim and explain
the process he or she will be going through. That's

ReVISION

Dr. Linda Paige
Faculty Chairperson, ReVISION
912-681-0222
lpaige@georgiasouthern.edu

Bulloch County Sexual Assault
Task Force
Mark Louderback
Chairman, BCSATF
stpaul@bulloch.com

See ReVISION, Page 10

By Jessica Luber
jluber@georgiasouthern.edu

LEARNING AROUND THE WORLD
Study Abroad Fair offers the experience of a lifetime

£y Brittany Gates
eaglelum04@yahoo.com
Hoards of students visited various tables featuring different study aboard programs at the Study
Abroad Fair Tuesday outside the Union Ballroom.
Sponsored by the Center for International
Studies, the fair featured over 15 tables of different
programs for students to choose from,ranging from
Costa Rica to Ireland.
*.»GSU's Study Abroad program had six tables at
the event, featuring locations such as Spain, Mexico,
South Africa, the Bahamas, and Ireland.
At the fair, students learned about classes they
^ould take while overseas to fulfill divisions in their
major such as Core. Plus, the representatives at
the respective programs' tables told students how
. ome study abroad programs offered more classes
toward a major/field, such as Business or Fine Arts,
than others.
Other colleges were present, such as Georgia
Institute of Technology, Kennesaw State University, State University of West Georgia, University
of Georgia, among many others. These colleges
had their own Study Abroad program, which GSU
students could sign up for.
The Board of Regents Office of International
Education had a table filled with brochures about
various study abroad programs separated by country
and major.
• The Office of International Education serves the
various campuses around Georgia, helping directors find programs for students, along with grants,
scholarships, and other types of support.
The European Council was also at the Study
Abroad Fair, giving out fliers to interested students.
The European Council is part of the University SysSee Study, Page 10

'Invasion of
the plants'
GSU Biology Professor Dr.
Lome Wolfe presents his
work at speaker series
By Sarah Frey
Sfrey11@yahoo.com

Chairmen of the College Republicans, Floyd Moon, explained, "We
would like to see a student body that
is more politically in tune, more aware,
and we would like them to be more
involved. It takes less then five minutes
to register to vote, so we would like to
definitely see an increase in registered
voters."
According to a published text, in
the 2000 presidential election, 51% of
the voting population actually voted.

It may sound like a bad horror movie, but
it's actually the current project of Associate
Professor of Biology Lome Wolfe.
Dr. Wolfe was the second speaker for the
Focus on Excellence Award Series Tuesday
afternoon where he presented his research.
In his lecture, he discussed his education,
his past projects, and his current projects. He
was informative and interesting, incorporating quotes from Charles Darwin and Georgia
O'Keefe. In addition to this, Wofle displayed
the most important trait of a good lecturer: his
discussion was understandable even to students
who lacked a background in biology.
With a Master's degree from the University
of Toronto, a PhD from the University of Illinios,
post-doctorate projects at the University of California and Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and
currently working on a variety of projects while
teaching here at Georgia Southern, it is clear why
Wolfe was awarded the Award for Excellence in
Research/Creative Scholarly Activity.
The award is given to individuals who
teach full-time and yet do extremely well in
research.

See Republicans, Page 5

See Wolfe, Page 10

David Caselli/STAFF
Students were offered a variety of countries in which to take classes yesterday atthe Study Abroad Fair. Other schools around
the state including Georgia Tech, Kennesaw State, and West Georgia all work in conjunction with GSU to give students a wide
range of choices of countries in which to study. Some destinations include France, Italy, Ireland, Costa Rica and England.

NEXT MEETING

By Jessica Luber
jluber@georgiasouthern.edu

Oct. 16 at 5:30 p.m.
in room 2226
%of the Carroll
Building.

Recently, the College Republicans
of GSU has reorganized and is now
planning to take action on and around
campus.
The College Republicans are a
group of college students that seek
to represent the ideals and ideas of
the republican party and who assist
local candidates and officials that are
either running for office or who are
already in office at the local, state, and
national level.

Weekday Weather
HIGH

Thursday

LOW
Sunny

48°

Republicans are those citizens who
are conservative but socially sensitive.
They are pro-environmental and proworkfare. They are interested in low
taxes and a small government with
less interference.
As for what the College Republicans plan to accomplish here on
campus, a major issue that is being
taken into consideration is the lack
of voters who actually take the time
to vote and those who are able to vote
but do not due so because they are
not registered.

Only in America

76°

Sunny

Most would think that the burglary crime
statistics would be declining with the new
security systems that are being put into apartments and the parking decals you must have
on your cars in order to get into apartment
complexes, but it has not.
This, unlike most of the other statistics,
has continued to rise. This could be because
the student body is growing. With more
people around, there is always a chance for
more crime.
Surprisingly, there have been more arrests
on Chandler Road, which is directly across the
street from campus, than on any other road.
GSU Junior Brian Andrews said, "It is not
surprising. Chandler is one of the main roads
on campus and probably the most traveled."
Andrews went on to say "there are clubs and
bars that students are able to walk to from their
dorms and also the students that wander off
from the clubs usually end up on Chandler.
There is j ust a lot of activity happening during
the day and night, especially on weekends."
Every year, GSU publishes an annual
Campus Security Report, which includes
three years of
See Crime, Page 10

GSU College Republicans reorganize, plan to address voter apathy
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• One Georgia high school wants to
pay students for their hard work.

• Adam Brady wants someone to
let the cat out of the bag.

• Volleyball holds off Davidson in
three games.
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•South Dakota workers demolish
wrong building.

- Even in a world full of
technology, Bill Tammeus sees
the importance of books.

• Trey Hunter named SoCon
Player of the Week.
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• Wife-carrying event in Maine proves
wives aren't dead weight.

HIGH
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Police Beat

10-10-2003.

• Officers issued one traffic
warning, investigated two traffic accidents, assisted seven motorists and
responded to one fire alarm.
10-11-2003
• A purse was taken from the
Henderson Library.
• Officers assisted two motorists
and responded to two fire alarms.
10-12-2003
• Vanessa D.Bauman, 17, of 1838
Dewinton Place, Lawrence ville, Ga.,
was charged with minor in possession/
consumption of alcohol.
• Christine E. Bowman, 17,of2042
Fox Hound Way, Lawrence ville, Ga.,
was charged with minor in possession/
consumption of alcohol.
• Kristopher C. Moore, 18, of
Southern Courtyard, was charged
with possession of marijuana.
• A fight was reported at the Recreation Activities Center fields.

Campus Calendar

• A simple assault was reported at
Sanford Hall.
• Officers issued one traffic citation
and one traffic warning, assisted one
motorist and one injured person, and
responded to four fire alarms.
10-13-2003
• A cell phone was taken from the
MPP Building..
• Officers investigated four traffic
accidents, assisted two motorists and
one sick person, and responded to four
fire alarms.
Editor'sNote: Police Beat appears
in every edition of the George-Anne in
an effort to inform the GSU community
of the amount and nature of crime. All
reports are public information and can
be obtained at either the GSU Division of Public Safety or the Statesboro
Police Department.

Oct. 15
Round-table discussion "Civil
Rights and Sexual Orientation"
11 a.m. .
Russell Union Room 2052

NOW and the Women's and
Gender Studies Program will also
hold a Round-table. The roundtable participants include faculty
and students working for a safe and
supportive community for all members of our society
For more information, contact
tori B. Amy, director of Women's
and Gender Studies, at 681- 0625 or
lamy@georgiasouthern.edu.
GraduateStudentsOrganization
meeting
Noon and 5 p.m.
College of Graduate Studies,
Administrate Annex Bldg. 211,
Room 1102.
Food will be provided
Society of Professional Journalism Pizza Sale
Noon-3 p.m.
Pedestrium between Carroll
Building and Communication Arts
Trailer
Pizza on sale for $1.00 a slice.

- All Poli
compliled by J. Wright News
Editor

Author to speak on South Asian
Islam
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Russell Union Room 2084

Dr. Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger,
will give a public lecture titled
"South Asian Islam: Practice and
Performance." Burkhalter Flueckiger
will speak on the rich tradition and
cultural diversity of Islamic practices
of women in India, multi-cultural
gender issues and the monolithic
representation of Islam in western
media.
For more information, contact
Gautum Kundu in the Department
of Literature and Philosophy at
681- 5896.
Mystery author to speak

5 p.m.
Russell Union Room 2080
Savannah mystery author Tanya
Tienne will speak about her mystery
novel "Control". The book is set on
a Navajo reservation on the Arizona
border. The author will be signing
books after the presentation. Her
novel is available in the bookstore.
National Love Your Body Day
Movie
7:30 p.m:
Nessmith-Lane Assembly Hall.

764-9385

Every Wednesday
j
from lOam-Midnight |

$10.00 Bud Buckets . Full Kitchen!

E-Cinema presents "Charlie's
Angels 2: Full Throttle
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Russell Union Theater
Tickets $2, limited seating.

Oct. 16.

"Homelessness in Bulloch
County"
11 a.m.
Russell Union, room 2052.
It will focus on a recent assessment of the homeless problem in

United Caribbean Association
Food Tasting
11 a.m.-2p.m.
Rotunda

$5 will get you a full plate of tasty
Carribbean culture (curry chicken,
ackee, and saltfish, plantains, etc.
The lives of the South American
poor

12:30 p.m.
Russell Union,room 2052.
A Georgia Southern graduate
student from Chile, Sergio Larrain,
will describe the lives of the South
American poor.
University Theatre and Performance
5:15 p.m.
Black BoxTheater-Communtca-

tions Arts Building.
Students will present a program
articulating the everyday concerns of
the homeless in word and song.
E-Cinema presents "Charlie's
Angels 2: Full Throttle
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Russell Union Theater
Tickets $2, limited seating.

Award-winning poet to read at Georgia Southern
Special to the G-A

Billiards

The Tent Event
5 p.m.
The lawn outside Landrum
A homeless simulation. Check-in
will begin at 5 p.m. Participants are
asked to bring a tent, sleeping bag or
a cardboard box to sleep in. A soupline dinner will be provided by the
Statesboro Food Bank. Tickets are
$5 and are available in the Russell
Union, room 2022.

the county.

News Briefs

29 West Main Street

Main
Street

The Georgia Southern chapter
of the National Organization of
Women(NOW) will celebrate
National Love Your Body Day on
Wednesday, with a pajama-party
film viewing of "Real Women Have
Curves" in the Nessmith-Lane Assembly Hall.

Award-winning poet Gary
Gildner will read from his work on
Friday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m. in Room
1004 of the Information Technology Building at Georgia Southern
University.
Gildner's eight volumes of
poetry include "The Bunker in the
Parsley Fields," winner of the 1996
Iowa Poetry Prize, and "Blue Like
the Heavens: New and Selected

Poems." He has also published
two collections of short stories, a
novel and two memoirs, including
"The Warsaw Sparks," about coaching a baseball team in Communist
Poland, and "My Grandfather's
Book," which was named a Top
Ten University Press Book of the
Year.
Gildner has been writer-in-residence at Reed College, Davidson
College, Seattle University and
Michigan State University. He

lives and writes on a ranch in Idaho's
Clearwater Mountains.
His most recent books will be
available for purchase and signing
at the reading, which is sponsored
by the Georgia Southern University Department of Writing and
Linguistics and the Georgia Poetry
Circuit.
For further information,
please contact the Eric Nelson or
Peter Christopher at (912) 6810739.

The "Critiki" Hut
FREE
ACCESSORY

(NYWHERE MlflUTiE

THROUGHOUT
WM
l ^i
JJIJ

Per Month |

"Don#t Get Burned
by your Resume"

.:.::- •

w/activation
Valid w/coupon only

ALL DAY...ANY DAY L_...i^J*!!:??_

TODAY ♦ TODAY ♦ TODAY
Before Attending the Eaqle Expo
Career Fair, make sure your
resume is in perfect shape!
Stop by the Career Services
"Critiki" Hut to qet assistance
with your resume.

In Touch • 1596 Chandler Road • Statesboro • 871-5555

TUESDAY
October 14
12-4pm
Union Rotunda
WEDNESDAY
October 15
12-4pm
Near Lakeside

For more inf ormation, please come
by Career Services in the Williams Center
or contact Pearl Middleton at
pmiddleton@qasou.edu
(912) $81-5197
t
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South Dakota

Workers take down
wrong building

ABERDEEN - Brown County
workers accidentally demolished
the wrong building in Mansfield.
The county meant to take down
an old doublewide trailer on property it owned in Mansfield,but instead
it razed a privately owned two-story
home on an adjoining lot.
Nobody lived in either home and
both were in disrepair.
| County officials said it is a legal
matter and declined to comment.
John Hammer, whose father owned
the demolished house, said the family would speak with a lawyer.
The county wanted to clear the
property so it could stockpile supplies for the highway department.

©
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Maine

Canadian couple wins
wife carrying event
NEWRY - A Canadian couple
outran, out-hurdled, and out-waded
fourteen other couples Saturday to
become the new North American
Wife Carrying champions.
Brandon Ronson and Jenny
Aspden of Tillsonburg, Ontario
completed the course at Sunday
River ski resort in Newry in one
minute, 30.9 seconds.
The second place team was Peter
and Amber Small of Bangor, who
came in about four seconds behind
the winners.
As the winners, Ronson and Aspden took home Aspden's weight in
Red Hook beer and five times her
weight in cash.
At 130 pounds, that meant six
cases of beer and 650-dollars.
On the issue of not being married, the rules state that participants
don't have to be; the winners, being

the teenagers that they are, aren't
even old enough to drink.
Second-place winners also got
the wife's weight in beer. For Amber
Small, that amounted to four cases of
beer and a case of Balance Bars.
Ronson and Aspden hope to
make it to the World Championships in Finland.

©

Minnesota

Sheriff on lunch break
nabs burglary suspects
STILLWATER- It was a working
lunch for one Minnesota sheriff.
Washington County Sheriff Jim
Frank went home for lunch Monday,
but his plans were interrupted by the
sound of glass breaking next door.
Frank peered through the fence
of his neighbor's home and saw a
man carrying a lawn chair. Frank
checked the front yard and saw a
woman looking into the hood of
a car.
Neither person looked familiar.
The sheriff then saw the man
leave the house by a sliding glass
door. He was carrying a bag.
Frank followed the two in his car
while phoning for reinforcements.
The sheriff and his deputies stopped
the pair within a couple of miles and
arrested them.
Deputies retrieved the bag of stolen goods, which included a piggy
bank and a glass jar of money, said
Sgt. Dean Tilley.
A check of the neighbor's home
showed it had been ransacked, Frank
added.
Frank returned from his eventful
trip home shy of one key ingredient: lunch. He was so busy with the
burglary he didn't get to eat his ham
sandwich, he said.
Tilley called Frank an observant
neighbor and said others can follow
his example.
"Know your neighbors, know
what they drive. When you see
something that doesn't fit, note it
and call police," Tilley said. "You
don't have to be the sheriff to get

involved, you just have to be a good
neighbor."

mm

Georgia

To fight truancy, one
school wants to pay
for attendance
NORCROSS-Payinghigh school
students to come to class? It might
happen at one suburban Atlanta
high school looking for desperate
measures to fight truancy.
At Norcross High School, administrators are pitching an attendance
plan that would give students up to
$200 in school vouchers redeemable
at school events or even local busi-

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
1 WEIRD NAME.
TIAA-CREF has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.
Contact us for ideas, strategies, and, at the very least, proper pronunciation.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

Managing money for people
with other things to think about.'

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distribute securities products.
For more information, call (800) 842-2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before investing. © 2002 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NV 10017

nesses that sign on to help with the improvement" list last year because
campaign. Administrators hope a too many students were absent on
"Mustang Bucks" currency would test days.
reduce the schools average absentee
Georgia Schools Superintendent
rate from 7 percent to 5 percent.
Kathy Cox has called truancy a state"We'll do whatever it takes to get wide plague that has to be addressed
kids in this building and engaged in for schools to meet tough new "No
instruction," Principal Angela Prin- Child Left Behind" laws.
gle told the Gwinnett Daily Post.
"I get a hundred reasons kids
Pringle said she's hoping local miss school," Pringle said. "They've
businesses will donate prizes like slept late, they don't have child care,
DVD players and televisions to be they don't care.... The reasons are so
raffled to students with the most , varied. We just have to realize that
Mustang Bucks.
the students are not here."
The pay-for-attendance idea
Mustang Bucks aren't the only
comes as schools scramble for ways incentive planned by Norcross High.
to curb truancy and meet new fed- Pringle said the fine arts program
eral education standards. Norcross is launching a campaign called "It's
Highjike all Gwinnett County high Cool to be In School" with studentschools, landed on the state's "needs designed posters in the school and

around town.
Counselors at Norcross will ask
students with high absentee rates to
come to group counseling sessions,
and teachers will start calling home
as soon as a student marks four absences in a term.
"It's a time of critical importance
for getting kids to come to school,"
said school board member Louise
Radloff. "We've got to get families,
communities.businesses, employers
and churches involved."
But some students aren't so sure
the Mustang Bucks or other incentives will make a difference.
"Kids can make their own decisions," senior Abby Salazar said. "If
they don't want to come, they're not
going to come."

www.stp.GeorgiaSouthern.edu

The oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County
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JESSE.

Sympathy for the devil
What a convenient time for Mr. Limbaugh to decide to go
public with his drug addiction.
Perhaps any self-respecting media personality - especially
one with a soap box the size of Limbaugh's - would attempt to
evoke public pity after appearing as a racist jackass on national
television.
Limbaugh's been in the business for 20 years. In that time
he's produced thousands of written and broadcast commentaries; many of them have called various political figures out on the
same sort of controversy in which he now finds himself. That's
right. Hipocrisy is not pretty.
His official website features an archive of his political commentary and focuses specifically on the "Rush Limbaugh Show,"
calling it "Excellence in Broadcasting."
But, in order to access most of the content on the site, one must
become an official member, to the tune of $6.95 per month.
The man has a history of saying things like "Ronald Regan
was the greatest president of the twentieth century," and, "Feminism was established to allow unattractive women easier access
to the mainstream." Who wants to pay $83 a year for nuggets of
wisdom like that?
Sorry, but true "excellence" - which seems to have died along
with the broadcast heroes of a sadly bygone era - unfortunately
doesn't even seem to have a home on the web. And, true membership should be earned through loyal readership and/or listenership... Not bought.
So, excuse us for emitting a big, sarcastic "boo-hoo" at the idea
of poor ol' Rush suffering from hearing loss and drug addiction.
For a man who's spent the past two decades making money by
bashing liberal attempts at a society full of equality, his current
plights make karma seem kind.
The best thing about "Rush was right!" bumper stickers?
At least they had the foresight to write 'em in past tense.

Thoughts of the Day
"There are two ways of exerting one's strength; one is pushing down,
the other is pulling up."
- Booker T. Washington
"When a ladder was stolen from a store the manager said that
further steps would be taken."
- Unknown
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions
and guest columns from people both inside and outside the GSU community. All copy submitted should be typed, preferably via email or on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. All submissions must be signed
and include a mailing address and phone number for verification. The
editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is no word limit
on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it
will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name. Submissions
are run on a space-available basis.

I know something you don't know
There's something going on behind numerous closed
doors that few students may be aware of.
You may have heard rumors from time to time from
some of your friends, and occasionally, you might have
seen a lone flyer or bulletin board indicating one of these
seemingly clandestine events. Those who attend don't
know what they're participating in is often times covert
to the masses on campus, and those who aren't there just
simply didn't know - and therein lies the problem!
Some of the most well renownedperformers.speakers
and entertainers of the collegiate circuit have graced the
modest venues of Georgia Southern and few heard of
their arrival until after their departure. Programs presented by various student and university organizations
are overlooked andleft with poor attendance not because
of quality but because of a general lack of awareness.
Events here on campus have seemingly become the
best kept secret at Georgia Southern.
Next week is Homecoming, and in all honesty, I know
only because of the numerous sheet signs and banners
hung even in the most obscure places (congratulations
Bland house, you get the prize) advertising the candidates
for Homecoming King and Queen. I still have yet to see
a comprehensive list of events for next week, and I can't
help but feel disappointed.
I remember being the wide-eyed freshman almost
3 years ago, completely in awe of what would prove to
be the biggest week for spirit and unity observed by my
new alma mater. Signs were posted on every door, wall,
and tree. A certain electricity was in the air, and the buzz
around campus was all about homecoming - the Doo-

Dah/Step Show, the parade with all its floats and "crazy
cars," the visiting celebrities, the unforgettable events,
and of course, the imminent Eagle Football win. I can
still remember standing on the field in Paulson stadium
dressed in my Southern Pride uniform and watching as
the skydiver landed squarely on the 50-yard line signifying the opening of the game. The excitement built in
the two years following that one, with bigger and better
events and even more recognizable VTP's.
But in this, my final year at GSU, it seems as though
Adam Brady
things have changed.
I've seen only a handful of publicity for Homecommanaging editor
ing as a whole. I know the parade will make its way
down Chandler Rd. at the end of next week, and the
Step Show will no doubt be sold out, but I haven't heard
or seen anything to back up
my claims. I know for a fact
that Bubba Sparxxx will be
Events here on campus have seemingly become
performing in the Union
next week, but I have yet to
the best kept secret at Georgia Southern.
see anything letting the rest
,^^^^^^^^_^
of campus know aside from
the flyer that made it's way
to our office last week. I'm sure there's a great deal more
plannedfor Homecoming week, but my lack of knowledge
prior to the affair is disturbing.
I do have to admit to the success of the publicity
campaign for Eagle Entertainment and SGAV'GSU Idol"
next Monday. I've seen posters for the event all over the
center of campus, and judging from its success last year,
I'm sure the event won't be soon forgotten.
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We can't live fully without books
By Bill Tammeus
KRT Campus

WASHINGTON - When author Pat Conroy addressed the
opening session of the recent National Book Festival here, he
offered two reasons for the central role books play in creating a
civilized society.
The first has to do with the way books can be a vehicle for the
transmission of love. When he was a boy, Conroy said, his mother
read books to him every night. Now when he writes,"it is still my
mother's voice that I hear." He has carried that expression of his
mother's love with him for decades.
The second has to do with the way books can help transmit
values. Conroy told the story of a woman who read "The Diary
of Anne Frank" to her children. When she finished the book, she
told her kids this: "I want to raise a family that will hide Jews."
When a Jewish family moved in next door to that family, one of
the children went over and announced to the new neighbors: "I
will hide you."
From my earliest childhood, I have loved books. But I've never
given much systematic thought to why they are so crucial to the
kind of world most of us want to live in - one that values each
human being, that frees people to reach their potential, that cares
for the most vulnerable.
The National Book Festival and my concurrent visit to the special Anne Frank exhibition at the Holocaust Museum here provided
the occasion to think about the role books play in our lives.
Even in this time of technological change - when packets of
zipped-up information blaze around the planet at the speed of
light and land on our computer screens - nothing has come close
to replacing books. They are culture's building blocks, so essential
to the shape of our world that it is nearly impossible to imagine

how different and impoverished life would be without them.
Think just of Conroy s first point about books as a means of
love.
When I sit now with my 16-month-old granddaughter and read
books to her, their content is of only secondary importance. Oh,
yes, she's learning that "A" is for apple and that Olivia the pig has
four aunts. But she's learning something much more important
- that someone besides her parents loves her and wants to spend
time with her.
Each time we read, she's discovering a little more about who she is but
They are culture's building blocks,
also who her grandfather is and why I
so essential to theshape of our
love to read to her. She will understand
the concept of love and family more
world that it is nearly impossible
quickly because we spend time together
to imagine how different and
with books.
Conroy'sotherpoint about books as
impoverished life would be
transmitters of values is more compliwithout them.
cated but no less crucial. The reason it's
a less-simple concept is that ideas can
-■""■-^—^^^~'
be both constructive and destructive.
Imagine the values that might be transmitted, for instance, if the
books adults read to children were mostly propaganda supporting
the moronic ideas of white supremacy.
Some books contain ideas that, if adopted and implemented,
will lead to disaster. So because books can transmit both good and
evil notions, they must be understood as morally neutral carriers
of ideas. They are fire, which can either destroy or give light. How
we use them is up to us.
Conroy didn't say this, but books also are important agents of
democratic ideals. It is no accident that when tyrants want to control
See Books, Page 5
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Love Your Body Day promotes
confidence, positive self-image
Rhonda McLeod

Mazzy_l 9@hotmail.com

The GSU chapter of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) will
celebrate the Sixth Annual National
LoVe Your Body Day on Wednesday
7:30 p.m. with a pajama party and
viewing of the film "Real Women
Have Curves" in the Nessmith-Lane
Assembly Hall.
Both the pajama party and film
are free and open to the public. Men
and women are invited to put on fuzzy
slippers.grab comfy pillows and come
out for an evening of critical engagement and life-affirmation.
National Love Your Body Day,
sponsored by the NOW Foundation,
is a national day of action to speak out
against ads and images ofwomen that
are offensive, harmful, disrespectful
and demeaning.
Self-image is the issue at work in
"Real Women Have Curves." Based
on a play written by Josefina Lopez,
the film follows the life of Ana, a
first-generation Mexican-American
who learns to love herself for who
she is, regardless of her body type or
social expectations. After the viewing
a discussion on body image will be
lead by Dr. Lori Amy.
As part of Gay Lesbian Bisexual
and Transgender (GBLT) Awareness
Month, NOW and the Women's and
Gender Studies Program will also
hold a round-table discussion "Civil
Rights and Sexual Orientation" at 11
a.m. on Wednesday in Room 2052 in
The Russell Union.

JL

Special Photo

GSU celebrates the fifth annual Love Your Body Day tonight with a pajama-party viewing of Real Women Have Curves' at the PAC. The holiday
encourages women to accept their beauty and reject the unrealistic images
of women presented in media.

Round-table participants include
faculty and students working for a
safe, supportive community for all
members of our society.
For more information about

BRADY, FROM PAGE

Love Your Body Day or "Civil Rights
and Sexual Orientation" contact Dr.
Lori E. Amy, director of Women's
and Gender Studies at 681-0625 or
lamy@GeorgiaSouthern.edu.
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But why stop there?
This coming week will present the culmination of
the efforts of a great deal of students in departments all
across our campus, and their hard work and undoubted
success needs to be seen by everyone. Relying on students, faculty and staff to just happen upon these events
is a sure-fire recipe for failure. Banners, posters, flyers
and signs should be posted all over campus. Pamphlets,
leaflets and handbills should be in any students' hand
that happens to walk by the guy wearing the sandwich
board emblazoned with'Homecoming 2003: Space Age
Eagles."
For the first time since Wide Spread Panic in 1999, a
nationally recognized recording artist is going to perform
right here in our very own Union Ballroom, and I haven't
seen a single banner.

The students working over at Eagle Entertainment
have no doubt worked above and beyond their job descriptions to bring someone like Bubba Sparxx to Statesboro. For those of you too young to know, Widespread
caused quite a stir back in the day, and we haven't had a
musical act of their renown since. Whether you're into
his music or not, a visit by Bubba Sparxx is significant.
I'm not quite sure why things have changed, but the
people all across campus involved with making Homecoming a success need to be recognized through the
proper promotion of their carefully planned events.
It wouldn't hurt to let a few students in on the secret
either.
Adam Brady is an award-winning columnist and the
Managing Editor of The George-Anne. He can he reached
at that_guy@stouthouse.org.

Fuel Your Future
Air National Guard
Part Time
Military Positions
Savannah, Georgia

BOOKS, FROM
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control people, they ban
or bum books. Books provide
the means for nearly the whole
population - not just the elite
- to be educated and empowered to think critically. A large
middle class was impossible
before Johannes Gutenberg
invented moveable type.
It was, of course, theologicallyimportantthatGutenberg's
work made the Bible available
to the masses. That contributed
to the Reformation. But it was
perhaps more important for
the creation of our modern
(or now post-modern) world
that Gutenberg's work allowed
the whole garden of human
ideas to be harvested by those
masses.
When first lady Laura Bush
opened the National BookFestival, she said a "good book is
like an unreachable itch. You
just can't leave it alone."
However inelegant her way
of putting it, that's true. But her
focus in the remark was too narrow. Books indeed can absorb
us and take us away. But they are
far more than items of personal
escape.
When I think of my own
book, a collection of columns
called'A Gift of Meaning," Hike
to imagine that in a small way,
I have joined my voice with
the huge chorus of voices that
books let us hear.
I tell myself immodestly
I am helping to undergird
civilization. That's the job of
all writers. Our job as readers is
to discern gold from fools gold
and to celebrate our fortune to
live when books are so widely
available.
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REPUBLICANS, FROM PAGE I
This is much higher than the turn out for local elections, which were as low
as 35 percent. The reason this percentage is so low can be attributed to many
factors. First, people like to assume that once you are registered to vote, you
can now be called to jury duty. This is absolutely not true.
"Being registered to vote", the College Republican advisor Dr. Sharon Tracy
stated,"has nothing to do with whether
or not you can be called for jury duty.
Applicants for the jury are determined
If the younger population
by the registered tag on your car."
does not contribute to
Another reason people fail to vote
the voting population
is because they are just not interested
in politics and many feel that the
now, the chances of them
advertisements and political issues
participating later on in
tend to lean more towards the older
citizens.
life are slim.
If the younger population does
"' •
not contribute to the voting population now, the chances of them participating later on in life are slim.
It is certain that many people are opposed to the war that is taking place
right now and do not agree with what the President is doing, but unless voters
do somethign about it, nothing is going to change.
Moon stated, "Do not complain if you are unwilling to participate in the
process." According to Moon, people have to be willing to take responsibility
and stand up for what they believe in.
In addition to trying to get more people to vote, the College Republicans
plan to get involved with the lawmakers. In previous years, the Republicans
have had speakers like State Senator Jack Hill and US Congressman Max Burns.
They plan to have several more speakers this school year.
They also plan to have a public forum with Georgia Southern University's
Green Party.
For more information, contact Dr. Sharon Tracy at stracy@georigasouther
n.edu or Floyd Moon zXpinkfloyl@hotmail.com. The College Republicans will
be holding their next meeting Thursday, October 16 at 5:30 p.m. in room 2226
of the Carroll Building.
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Traffic Jam: Eagles sit in four-way tie for second in SoCon
their quarterback, Brian Gaither, who
Nietsroobl 7@hotmail.com
completed a team-record 35-of-56
passes for 321 yards.
Though Wofford still has the sole
The weekend's action ended with
ownership of first place in the SouthWofford giving a rude welcome to
ern Conference, four other teams are
SoCon newcomer Elon in a 45-7
sniffing at their heels in a second-place
beating in Spartanburg. The Terriers
logjam as the SoCon campaign enters
were sparked by their special teams
its eighth week.
coverage as Shaun Bennett blocked a
The Terriers are the only undepair of Phoenix punts, both of which
feated team remaining at 3-0 in league
resulted in Wofford touchdowns soon
play. Then come Georgia Southern,
after. Elohs offensive troubles continFurman, The Citadel and Appalachian
ued, as they could only manage 174
State, each with 2-1 marks. Western
yards of total offense.
Carolina sits at 2-2 with Elon,East TenAs for this weekend, the action
nessee State and winless Chattanooga
will kick off when East Tennessee
rounding things out.
State celebrates their homecoming
With three SoCon teams off last
against non-conference foe Liberty at
weekend, the league put out a pared
2 p.m. in Johnson City. The Bucs, 2-4
down schedule of just three games,
overall, have not had much luck on
led by Appalachian State pulling off
offense, but can claim a hot start from
a 13-10 upset win over No. 5 Furman
freshman linebacker Mike Cullen, who
in Greenville, S.C. The game was
ranks second in the conference with
hardly an offensive battle as kicker
69 tackles, including a SoCon season
Erik Rockhold, who booted a pair of
high 20 on Sept. 27 against Western
field goals from 42 and 34 yards out.led
Carolina. The 2-5 Flames, members of
the Mountaineers to victory. Hindley
the Big South, are coming off a 27-17
Brigham was the only offensive spark.
loss to Gardner-Webb.
for the losing Paladins, running for a
Chattanooga will make another
team-high 100 yards.
effort at snapping their losing streak
For the second week in a row,
when they travel to Elon at 2 p.m. The
Georgia Southern fought through a
0-6 Mocs, while unable to claim much
nail-biter of a win as they held off
success elsewhere, have seen success
Western Carolina 31-25 in Statesfrom the one-two punch of quarterbora. The Catamounts dominated
back Vinnie Miroth, who is averaging
early on, as they jumped out to a 16-3
213 yards passing per game, and wide
advantage. But the Eagles were able
receiver Alonzo Nix, who leads the Soto once again call on the prowess of
Con, averaging 83 yards on his catches.
quarterbackTreyHuntertobringthem
The 2-5 Phoenixhave had little success
back as Hunter ran for 163 yards and
on the offensive end as they sit last in the
• four touchdowns while also passing
conference in total offense, averaging
for 149 yards. Western Carolina took
just 11 points per game.
■ a record-setting performance from
By Eli Boorstein

SPORTS NETWORK DIVISION l-AA RANKING!

TEAM {FIRST PLACE VOTES)

1. McNeese State (64)
2. Western Illinois (26)

3.Vlilanova(12}
4. Delaware (1)
5. Montana
6. Massachusetts
7. Southern Illinois
8. Wofford
9. Western Kentucky
10. Georgia Southern
11. Northern Iowa
12. Bethune-Cookman
13. Furman
14. Northern Arizona
15. Penn
16. Grambling State
17. Southern Univ. (1)
18. Colgate
19. Northwestern St.
20. Maine
21. Idaho State
22. Harvard
23. Florida Atlantic
24. Fordham
25. North Carolina A&T

RECORD

4-1
5-1
6-0
6-0
5-1
5-1
6-0
5-t
4-2
4-2
5-1

5-1
4-2
5-1
4-0
4-2
6-0
6-0
5-2
3-2
4-2
4-0
5-2
4-2
5-1

'

POINTS

2,530
2,485
2,409
2,258
2,092
1,973
1,917
1,730
1,704
1,477
1,441
1,304
1,303
1,292
1,093
995
967
966
759
615
503
398
261
244
138.

PREVIOUS RAN

1
2
3
4
6
7
8
10
9
11
12
13
5
14
15
16
18
17
20
21
22
23
NR
25
NR

Western Carolina will try to put a
stop to Wofford's quest for a perfect
SoCon season when the Catamounts
host the Terriers at 2 p.m. in Cullowhee. The home team Catamounts,
3-4 overall have had plenty of success
passing the ball thanks to Gaither,
who averages 221 yards per game.
However, relying so much on the pass
has its disadvantages as Gaither ranks
second in the nation with 12 interceptions. Wofford, 5-1 and ranked eighth
in the latest polls, do not have many
standout stars on their team, but have
been able to lead the SoCon in scoring
with a 28.3-point average.
Furman will try to bounce back
from their first league loss when they
travel to Charleston to face The Citadel at 3:30 p.m. The 4-2 Paladins, who
dropped eight spots in the latest rankings to No. 13, will rely on their defensive attack, the stingiest in the SoCon,
as they go for victory. The Bulldogs,
3-3 overall, are led at quarterback by
Clemson transferWillie Simmons, who
ranks second in the conference, averaging 176 yards passing per game.
Saving the best for last, the always-thrilling series between Georgia Southern and Appalachian State
will take place in Boone at 4 p.m. The
Eagles, 4-2 and No. 10 in the polls,
will go with fullback Jermaine Austin,
who leads the SoCon in rushing, and
quarterback Trey Hunter, who istops in
pass efficiency. The 3-3 Mountaineers,
who salvaged some of their hopes for a
postseason bid, have had troubles with
GeorgiaSouthernrecentlyas they have
lost five of their last six meetings with
the Eagles.

THIS WEEK IN THE
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Liberty at
East Tennessee State
2 p.m.
Chattanooga at
Elon
2 p.m.
Wofford at
Western-Carolina
2 p.m.
Furman at
The Citadel
3:30 p.m.
Georgia Southern at
Appalachian State
4 p.m.

Georgia State rallies to beat Georgia Southern
Men's soccer loses for third time in last four contests

David Caseili/STAFF

QuarterbackTrey Hunter was rewarded for his performance againstWestem Carolina, as thejuniorwas named the
Southern Conference's top offensive player for the last week. Hunter, who passed for 149 yards and ran for another
163, will try to lead the Eagles to their fourth consecutive win at Appalachian State on Saturday at 4 p.m.

Hunter named top offensive player in SoCon
passes for 149 yards.
Stovall, a 6-foot-2,245-pound senior defensive end from Fayetteville,
N.C., recorded nine tackles and a
career-high three quarterback sacks
in helping Appalachian State to a 1310 win over Furman on Saturday. The
Mountaineer defense held Furman to
152 yards rushing. Stovall's final sack
came on the last play of the game and
ensured ASU's victory at Furman.
Wishart, a 5-foot-8, 190-pound
freshman running back from Toronto, subbed for the injured Manny
DeShauteurs and responded with 128
yards rushing on 18 carries while also
catching five passes for 47 yards Wishart accounted for 175 all-purpose
yards and scored on a 59-yard run to
become the first Catamount to collect
100 yards rushing this season.
Also receiving consideration for
offensive player of the week were
Western Carolina quarterback Brian
Gaither, who completed 35 of 56 pass
attempts for 321 yards in WCU's loss

at Georgia Southern, and Wofford
quarterback Jeff Zolman, who led
the Terriers in rushing with 64 yards
and two touchdown runs while also
throwing a scoring pass.
Also receiving consideration for
Defensive Player of the Week were
Western Carolina linebacker Rod
Dunlap, who led the Catamounts in
tackles for the sixth straight game in
making nine stops against GSU, and
Wofford cornerback Shaun Bennett
who blocked two punts which led
directly to Terrier scores in a 45-7
win over Elon.
Other Freshman of the Week
candidates include Appalachian
State free safety Corey Lynch, who
recovered a pair of fumbles against
Furman, Wofford running back
Kevious Johnson who rushed for 33
yards in Wofford's win over Elon, and
Furman defensive end Roy Ravenell
who had 10 tackles, two tackles for
loss, two forced fumbles and a sack
against Appalachian State.

Ladies hold off Davidson charge

Veiglova named
weeks top Southern
Conference player

G-A News Service
The Southern Conference named
its football players of the week for
games played on Saturday, Oct. 11.
Georgia Southern quarterback
Trey Hunter was named the Offensive Player of the Week, Appalachian
State defensive end K.T. Stovall was
the Defensive player of the Week, and
Western Carolina running backNicholas Wishart was named the Freshman
of the Week.
Hunter,a5-foot-10,181-pound junior from Guyton, accounted for 312
yards of total offense and scored four
touchdowns in his second career start
to lead Georgia Southern to a 31 -25 win
over Western Carolina on Saturday.
Hunter rushed for a career-high
163 yards on 32 carries including a
career-long 53 yard touchdown run
midway through the fourth quarter
that helped the Eagles extend a slim
17-16 lead. Hunter also established
career-bests by completing 10 of 17

6-A News Service

By Eli Boorstein

ATLANTA - Georgia State
completed its later rally with
an overtime winner to give the
Panthers a 4-3 win over Georgia
Southern Sunday.
Despite being down 3-1
with 10 minutes remaining in
the game, Georgia State rallied
to score two goals to send the
game into overtime. Senior Stephen Adams notched the golden
goal for the Panthers.
Georgia Southern got the
scoring started early, as Lawrence Smith set up Tyler Mullen
to score the first goal of game
five minutes into the half. The
Panthers were unable to score a
goal until freshman Chris Mahaffey, assisted by senior Brian
Mitchell, put the ball past Eagle
goalkeeper Adam Webb to put
■ Georgia State on the board. The
half would end with the score
tied 1-1.
In the second half, Georgia
Southern dominated the offensive play, registering 12 shots
compared to the Panthers'
three. Georgia Southern's Chad
Kilpatrick scored 23 minutes
into the period and Lawrence
Smith would pick up his third
and fourth points of game when
he scored a goal off a set up from
Tony Moffat withj.16 minutes re-

The Lady Eagle volleyball team
got all they could handle out of
Davidson Tuesday night, but they
»vere able to ultimately hold off the
Wildcats for a three-game victory at
Hanner Fieldhouse,
At the beginning of the opening
game, the two clubs traded points
before Georgia Southern escaped'
on a 7-1 run to go ahead. From
there, the Eagles cruised to a 30-23
game win.
Game two was a thriller as
Davidson dominated at first. The
Wildcats scored the first five points
of the frame before the Eagles
fought back to bring the Davidson
lead down to 7-6. After another
four-point swing, the Wildcats
built their lead up to 20-16. After
a timeout, Georgia Southern came
out replenished and showed it by
tying the game up at 24-24 on a
Kristin Kasprak service ace and
going ahead on a Martina Veiglova
kill. The Eagles kept Davidson from
making anymore comebacks as the
home team won 30-26.
In the final game, the score was
deadlocked at 10-10 before Georgia
Southern was able to take over. They
clinched the match,30-23,on a Janice
Pressley kill.
Veiglova sparked the offense for
Georgia Southern (11-9,6-1 SoCon)

nietsroob17@hotmail.com

Alicia Dennis/STAFF

JuniorGregDeVitospentthefirst two years of hiscollege career at Georgia
State, but neither he nor his current Eagle teammates could hold off the
Panthers'rallies on Sunday in Atlanta. Georgia Southern will return to action
against non-conference foe Winthrop tonight at 7 p.m. in Rock Hill, S.C.

maining in regulation.
Georgia State rallied in last
minutes of the game. Junior Jamie
Hargather scored with a header
off a thrown-in from senior
Tommy Boynton to cut Georgia
Southern's lead by one with 11
minutes remaining in the half.
Then, Freshman Desmond Williams passed the ball to Adams
who rifled it past Webb with 43
seconds left in the game to even
up the score, 3-3.
In overtime, J.B. Wood punted

the ball down the field. Adams
received the ball and scored the
golden goal for the Panthers, giving Georgia State the 4-3- overtime victory. This also marked
his fifth game-winning goal of
the season.
For the game, Georgia Southern outshot Georgia State 18-10
and placed 11 shots on goal to the
Panthers six.
The Eagles return to action
at Winthrop on Wednesday at
7p.rfe.

G-A News Service

Special Photo

MartinaVeiglovawaschosenasthe
week's top player by the SoCon and
followed up the honor by leading
the Eagles to a win over Davidson.

with 15 kills on the night. Erin Martin added 12 kills while Jessica Lippi
and Susan Winkelman each had 20
assists. Winkelman and Megan Lippi
each had a team-high 13 digs.
Latisha Chapman totaled 15 kills
while Nicole Tonelli added 32 assists
for Davidson (10-13,3-4 SoCon.)
Georgia Southern will now
embark on a three-match road trip,
starting at Western Carolina oh
Friday at 7 p.m. From there, they
meet Appalachian State on Sunday
at 2 p.m. and The Citadel on Tuesday
at 7 p.m.

Georgia Southern's Martina
Veiglova has been named the SoCon Volleyball Player of the Week
for the week of October 14.
Veiglova, an outside hitter and
the reigning Southern Conference Player of the Year, averaged
6.4 kills per game while hitting
.433 in the Eagles'three matches
this week. In a loss to College of
Charleston, she recorded 32 kills,
and Veiglova was error-free in a
sweep of Wofford.
A senior from Bratislava, Slovakia, Veiglova is in the top ten in
the SoCon in hitting percentage
(.334), kills (5.49), and service
aces (0.41). Entering last week,
she was 16th in the NCAA in
kills per game.
Also receiving strong consideration this week were Davidson's
Latisha Chapman, who recorded
her 1,000th career kill in a win
over Furman, Chattanooga's Jody
Steinberger, who hit .640 in a win
at Elon, and Rebecca Weiters of
College of Charleston, who
played solid all around in leading
the Cougars to their record 25th
consecutive SoCon victory.
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Southern Conference readies itself for basketball season
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Eagle hoopster Bennett named to
All-Conference team

G-A News Service

By BJ Corbitt

SOCON PRESEASON
ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM

mild_mannered_reporter@hotmail.com

*

The Southern Conference's men's
basketball coaches appointed the 10member Preseason All-Conference
Team here on Monday. Defending
league champion East Tennessee
State led the way with three appointees. Junior forward Frank Bennett,
Georgia Southerns second-leading
scorer from a year ago, was also appointed to the team.
Bennett was the only member of
last years Eagle squad to start all 29
games. His 58.1 percent field goal
average and 228 rebounds led the
team a year ago. His 426 points were
second only to now-departed senior
Julius Jenkins.
Joining Bennett on the team were
a trio of Buccaneers from East Tennessee State, the defending league
champs. Senior forward Zakee Wadood was named the leagues Preseason Player of the Year. Wadood
averaged nearly 15 points a game
last year and finished second in the
league in rebounding average, with
8.1 rebounds per game. His 93 steals
last season were the second-most in
the country.
The other ETSU appointees were
sophomore Tim Smith and senior
Jerald Fields. Smith was the league's

Zakee Wadood, ETSU
Kevin Martin, Western Carolina
Tim Smith, ETSU
Thomas Mobley, Charleston
Ashley Champion, Chattanooga
Jay Joseph, UNC Greensboro
Frank Bennett, Georgia Southern
Jerald Fields, ETSU
Special Photo

Max Mombollet, The Citadel

Forward Frank Bennett was the
Eagles' lone representative on the
preaseason all-conference team.

Chris McFarland, App. State

Freshman of the Year and Most
Outstanding Player of the conference tournament in 2003, with a
15.3 points-per-game average. Fields
averaged 12.3pointsand6.5rebounds
a year ago.
The other All-Conference appointees were Kevin Martin, a junior
from Western Carolina who led the
league with 22.8 points a game last
year; Thomas Mobley, a forward from
the College of Charleston who averaged 13.8pointspergameayearago;

Ashley Champion, a forward from
Chattanooga with a 15.4 points-pergame average last year; Jay Joseph, a
swingman from UNC Greensboro,
who scored at a 14.6 clip last year;
Max Mombollet, a forward from the
Citadel who ended up with exactly
12 points a game a season ago; and
Chris McFarland, a forward from
Appalachian State who ended up
with an 11.3 points-per-game average last year.

Lady Eagles chosen fourth in polls;
Hill named All-Conference

G-A News Service

The Southern Conference women's basketball coaches have cast their votes and selected
Chattanooga to win the 2003-04 regular season title.
The Lady Mocs received nine of the eleven first-place votes in the poll. Chattanooga
won the 2002-03 regular season title en route to its third-straight conference tournament
crown and NCAA Automatic Bid. The Lady Mocs return nine players from last year's squad,
including two-time tournament MVP Miranda Warfield and sophomore Katasha Brown,
who led the league with a 42 percent three-point field goal average in 2003.
. Furman edged out Western Carolina in the voting and was selected to finish second
this season. Second year head coach Sam Dixon returns seven players from the 2003 squad,
including preseason Player of the Year Deshara Shealey who garnered the 2003 Player of the
Year honor. Western Carolina will look to take home the regular season title after finishing
second in the conference standings last season. The Catamounts return eight from last year,
including senior Tiffany Hamm who led the squad in scoring and rebounding and was
named the media Player of the Year.
Georgia Southern finished fourth in the voting. Head coach Rusty Cram will look to
capitalize on last year's run to the championship game with the return of his top two scorers
from last se ason in seniors Shawnica Hill and Jessica Everett UNC Greensboro was selected
fifth for the 2003-04 season with veteran head coach Lynne Agee at the helm. Appalachian
State edged Davidson for the sixth spot, followed by Elon, College of Charleston, East Tennessee State and Wofford.
The coaches also selected the 2003-04 preseason all-league team.The 10-member squad is
selected by the league's head coaches; coaches are not allowed to vote for their own players.
Eight schools were represented on the team, which features preseason Player of the Year
Deshara Shealey from Furman. Shealey was the 2003 coaches Player of the Year after averaging 14.9 points and 5.3 rebounds per game. Appalachian State's Kiki Conyers, who was the
2003 Freshman of the Year, was also selected to the team. Conyers was among the conference
leaders in scoring, field goal percentage and free throw percentage last season.
Chattanooga placed two on the preseason team, including two-time tournament MVP
Miranda Warfield and Heather McDivitt, who led the league in free-throw percentage
last season. Both return for their senior season and look for their fourth-straight league
championship. Warfield led the Lady Mocs to their third consecutive conference tournament title in 2003 and is one of only two players in conference history to be named MVP
in consecutive years.
East Tennessee State's Lauren Trantham and Kiya Verdell earned spots on the preseason
squad. Trantham led the league in blocked shots, rebounding and defensive rebounds in
2003 while Verdell was among the conference leaders in scoring, rebounding, assists, steals
and blocked shots.
Rounding out the 10-member team are Davidson's Emily Callahan, Georgia Southern's
Shawnica Hill, UNC Greensboro's Jacinda Lambert and Western Carolina's Tiffany Hamm.
Callahan led the Wildcats to an upset ofWestern Carolina in the conference tournament last
season, while Hill was a key player in the Eagles run to the championship game in Charleston.
Lambert led the Spartans, averaging 12.4 points and 5.7 rebounds last season, and Hamm
earned the media Player of the Year award after leading the Catamounts with 13.4 points
and nine blocks in 2003..
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Coaches, media choose Charleston, ETSU
as top men's teams; Eagles chosen third

Po-Boy

;

(Mild or spicy)
with purchase of medium Coke*
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Expires 12/15/03 • Limit two per coupon
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526 Fair Road (Highway 67)
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The 12 Southern Conference
men's basketball coaches have selected
East Tennessee State as the preseason
favorite in the North Division and
College of Charleston as the team to
beat in the South. The coaches made
their announcement as part of the
Southern Conference's annual Tipoff
event to kickoff the start of the 2003-04
basketball season.
East Tennessee State will be vying
for its fourth straight share of the North
Division title. The Bucs finished 20-11
last year and tied for first with Davidson
and Appalachian State with identical 115 records. ETSU will be relying on five
returning starters, including 6-6 senior
forward Zakee Wadood (14.7 ppg, 8.1
rpg), 6-7 senior forward Jerald Fields
(12.3 ppg, 6.5 rpg), 6-2 junior guard
James Anthony (6.1 ppg), 6-4 sophomore guard Ben Rhoda (8.6 ppg) and
5-9 sophomore guard Tim Smith (15.3
ppg) Wadood was a first team All-SoCon
pick by the coaches last year, Fields was
a second team selection by the media
and Smith was the Freshman of the
Year and the SoCon Tournament Most
Outstanding Player.
ETSU earned eight first place votes
and a total of 63 points.
Chattanooga, which will move to the
North Division this winter after nine
years in the South, was picked second
with 59 points and four first place votes.
UNC Greensboro was picked third with
43 points followed by Appalachian State
and Western Carolina in a tie for fifth
with 32 points. Elon, the newest member
of the SoCon, was picked sixth with 17

F S0C0N PRESEASON WOMEN'S
ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM
Kiki Conyers, Appalachian State
Miranda Warfield, Chattanooga
Heather McDivitt, Chattanooga
Emily Callahan, Davidson
Lauren Trantham, ETSU
Kiya Verdell, ETSU
Deshara Shealey, Furman
Shawnica Hill, Georgia Southern
Special Photo
Senior Shawnica Hill, along with Jessica Everett, will be the Lady Eagles'main
catalysts for the 2003-04 season.

Jacinda Lambert, UNC Greensboro I
Tiffany Hamm, Western Carolina

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE PRESEASON COACHES POLL
SOUTHERN
DIVISION

_

NORTHERN
DIVISION

1. College of Charleston

1. East Tennessee State

2. Davidson

2. Chattanooga

3. Georgia Southern

3. UNC Greensboro

4. Wofford

4. Appalachian State

5. Furman

5. Western Carolina

6. The Citadel

6. Elon

_____

___

points.
In the South, five-time defending divisional champion College of Charleston,
has been picked to win a sixth straight
title. The Cougars, 25-8 last year, advanced
to the second round of the NIT and return
three starters including 6-6-5.5 forward
Thomas Mobley (13.8 ppg), 5-11 guard
Tony Mitchell (9.7 ppg), and 6-9 center
Mike Benton (9.1 ppg, 6.5 rpg, 74 BS).
The Cougars received eight first place
votes and a total of 63 points.
Davidson, which moves from the
North to the South starting this season,
was picked to finish second. The Wildcats
received 58 points and four first place
votes. Georgia Southern was picked third
with 46 points while Wofford was selected
fourth with 37. Furman is predicted to
finish fifth and The Citadel sixth.
The Southern Conference media
attending the basketball Tipoff have
selected East Tennessee State as the

men's preseason favorite in the North
Division and College of Charleston, as
the team to beat in the South. The men's
media poll was released today as part of
the Southern Conference's annual Tipoff
event to kickoff the start of the 2003-04
basketball season.
East Tennessee State, the defending Southern Conference Tournament
champion and the league's representative to last year's NCAA Tournament,
returns all five starters from its team of
a year ago and received 21 of 28 possible
first-place votes in the balloting. Chattanooga, which finished runner-up, in
last season's conference tournament,
finished second in the balloting. In
the South, College of Charleston edged
Davidson for first-place on the list by the
smallest margin since the poll began in
1983. Charleston beat Davidson despite
the fact the Wildcats actually received
more first-place votes.
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Crossword

ACROSS
Surpasses
Trunk item
Natl. network
Consume with
relish
15 Bones in
forearms
16 Tilling tool
17 Field of activity
18 Smooth,
musically
20 Aristocracy
22 Harbinger
23 Litigated
24 PDQ relative
26 Planner
30 Say it _ so!
32 Suitable
35 Clair or Coty
36 Adam's third
38 Palmer of golf
40 Whole number
42 Particle charger
44 Conductor Zubin
45 Party letters
47 Snares
48 Celtic Neptune
49 Misplaced
51 Overnight flight
53 Industrious
insects
55 "The Owl and the
Pussycat" poet
57 To his owri
59 Spoke
impudently
65 Postman's carry
67 Stringed
instrument
68 A-Team guy
69 Actor Davis
70 Prepare to
advance on a fly
ball
71 Simian
72 Rower part
73 Thick slices
1
6
11
14

DOWN
1 Actor Bridges
2 Lawman Wyatt
3 Dance
movement
4 Dancer Tommy
5 Meager
6 Bolivian capital
7 Enthusiastic
approval

1

a

3

<

14
17
20

PS

27

7

8

9

10

ST

44

____ to

48
53.

8

166

68

69

71

17

8 Blyth and Miller
9 Cane palm
10 Continental
NASA equivalent
11 Arboreal ape
12 Tree trunk
13 Witnessed
19 Fluffy scarf
21 Evil spell
26 'The Firefly"
.composer
27 Zellweger.of
"Jerry Maguire"
28 Kind of coal
29 Track gathering
31 Prison knife
33 Reverence
34 Concise
37 Mistypes
39 Lemon peel
41 "Hair" composer
MacDermot
43 Ms. Winfrey
46 Neighbor of
Martinique
50 Pass through a
membrane

45

"The gene pool
could use a little chlorine."
"No radio. Already
stolen."
Laugh alone and
the world thinks you're
an idiot.
"Time is what
keeps everything from
happening at once."

33

47
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60 Force out
61 Arrangement
62 Russian
saint
63 Goof up
64 Dandies
66 _1 the question

10G-A Action Ads
D STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card number, other
personal information, or money in advance of
the delivery of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which they might see
in an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student
and faculty ads to be run in the GeorgeAnne must have a NAME, P.O. BOX and
PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be rejected
if they do not have this information. NO
EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student
newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU.
The newspaper is the oldest continuously
d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga.
The ideas expressed herein are those
of the editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Student Media Committee,
the administration, the faculty and staff
of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The GeorgeAnne is published three times weekly during
the academic year and five times during

Placing a G-A Action Ad
is as Easy as...

Commercial and Non-Student Advertising

1.

Compose your ad - write down what you want to say concisely and
clearly. Please include telephone numbers or addresses as warranted.

2.

Count the words and multiply by 200 per word. Please note: There is a
$4 minimum per ad. And if your want a copy of you ad as it appears in
the paper mailed to you, please include $1 per ad for mailing and handling.

3.
4.
5.

Pick a category header under which your ad will appear.
Pay for your ad (checks or money orders, only, please)
Send it to us. By mail: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit Room 2023 or
2022 Williams Center (top floor) during normal business hours (9am to
4 pm daily)

Commercial and Non-Student Display Advertising

Call 681 -5418 for assistance. The display classified rate are $7 per column inch.
ADS representatives will be happy to help you.

Student, Faculty and Staff Action Ads

Current students, faculty and staff members may place a free classified ad in the
newspaper at no charge. To qualify, advertisers messages must be 25 words or
less in length, non-commercial in nature, and the advertiser MUST provide their
name, Landrum Box and telephone numbers for our records. (Or use the "Rip Us
Off" free classified coupon which appears periodically in the newspaper). Free
classified may be mailed to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, or brought by Room 2023
Williams Center on campus. Please no phone calls for free ads... at this price we
don't take dictation.

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Name
Address _
City, State, ZIP
Telphone Number .
Category of Ad (Circle One Only)
01 •Announcements
11 -Help Wanted
12-Lost& Found
02-Arts & Crafts
13-Miscellaneous for Sale
03-Autos for Sale
14-Motorcycles
04-Auto Parts, Repair
05'Business Opportunities
15-Musical
16-Personal
06-Child Care
17-Pets& Supplies
07-Eduoation
18-Photography
08-Freebies
19- Rentals & Real Estate
09'Furniture & Appliances
20'Roommates
10-Garage Sales

21 •Services
22-Sports & Stuff
23-Stereo & Sound
24-Swap & Trade
25-Television & Radio
26-Vans & Trucks
27-Wanted
28-Weekends & Travel
29-Etcetera

Ad Message

Use Additional Pai
Amount *
Enclosed
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52 Puts up
54 Org. of Flames
and Lightning
56 One Barrymore
57 Austen novel
58 Senior citizens'
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56

yOU HEARD IT HERE
FIRST FOLKS. SPOKEN
LIKEA TRUE CHA/WPION

U,

34

Solutions

Covering the Campus
Like a
Gnats

A whole lotta bumper snickers...

32

"GF" 39

5S

65

25 Comic Laurel

31

37
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A

22
25

?A

54

58

13

TO NKCS
DRINKING SAMES. LETS
JOIN JEN, WHO IS WITH
THE NEWEST DRINKING
CHAMPION\

119

L__

41
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30

35
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40

57
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TH
>BERT, I WHERE
WITH THE NEW 8EER B0N3MG
CHAMPION, SIW60NE. 5LI/W,
HOY OO YOU EXPLAIN 8EINS
ABIB TO SONS 37 8EERS
>
WITHSN A HALF HOUR
THAT'S JUST INCREDIBLE!

welcome BACK
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SEND IT TO: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia South- ■
ern University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit ■
Room 2023 or 2022 Williams Center (top floor)
■

summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may also send electronic messages
to the newspaper staff by visiting our web
site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F.
I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or
912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to
refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended
publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: David Brennaman,
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681 -5418;
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every reasonable
effort to present correct and complete
information in advertisements. However,
the advertiser is responsible for proofing
the ad upon publication and should notify
the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not responsible for
any errors in advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to the amount of
space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any
damages caused due to an ad's omission
from a particular edition and its responsibility
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular advertising
rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads
from students, faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature and submitted in
writing, with the name of the sender, local
address, and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone-at this price we don't
take dictation. One free ad per person per
week. Commercial classified are 20 cents
per word with a $4 minimum per insertion.
Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail
subscriptions are not availabel at this time.
However, readers may visit our web site for
free access to current and past issues. Visit
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition placed online within 24 hours of publication. Breaking
news will be placed on-line as warranted.
The George-Anne is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in
campus buildings, at off-campus sites, and
in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a roommate
or acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies
from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors
will seekto have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them AII"-from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob
and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

at 7:00 p.m. Join exciting new organization

871-1435.

PET FUN DAY-Bring your pet for an
afternoon of fun! 10-2, Saturday Nov. 15.
Fair Rd. Recreation Complex. Sponsored by
Humane Society and Statesboro & Bulloch
Co. Parks and Recreation.
HUNGER AND Homeless event for
Thursday, October 16 at 12:30 p.m. Sergio
Larrain will present his view of poverty in
South America in Union, room 2052.
TO ALL majors. For service, volunteering,
fun and friendship. Meet every Wednesday,
5 p.m. in Sociology office for Sociological
Society.

30 Arts & Crafts
WE DO customized artworkforyou. We draw
portraits, ideas, copies, etc. Whatever you
want, we make professional artworkforyou.
ENN ArtWork. Douglas 912-687-3126.

40 Autos for Sale

u

1995 CHEVROLET4X4 red, good condition.
115,000 miles. Asking $7,000 obo. V8-350,
contact BJ 858-3168 or 667-7326, leave a
message.
2001 SUZUKI Katana 600. For sale, 9,000
miles. Asking $3,700 call Lashanda at 7649292 or 531-0360.
CHEVROLET TRACKER two-door
convertible, 2002. Loaded with all options
including 4X4 and automatic transmission.
Red with gray interior. Like brand new. 12K
miles. Full factory warranty. $13000 obo.
call 488-2217 or 681-5828.
MAZDAMIATAconvertible, 1994. Verynice
condition, white with tan leather. Loaded
with many extras. 82K miles, runs great,
looks great. $6500.00. Call 488-2217 or
681-5828.
JUST GOT a new car, need to sell your old
one? PlaceandadinTheGeorge-Anneand
15,000 people are going to read about it.
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55 Books - Swap or Sell
NEED TO sell old books? Buy new ones?
Place an ad in The George-Anne and take
care of the book situation. Stop by the
Williams Center, room 2023 for details.
FOR SALE Campbell and Reece Biology 5th
and 6th Editions. Both with CDs. Will accept
best offer. Please cal 489-2371.
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60 Business Opportunities

GUARANTEED
Looking foraloan?Tired
of being rejected? Trust
ourcaring Financial Specialists is to find you that
perfect (Business, Mortgage, Debt Consl, Etc.)
loan with low rates1. THE
SKY IS THE LIMIT. Toll
Free: (866) 892-6934
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MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS needed. No
exp. required, all looks and ages. Earn up
to $100 to $300 a day. 1-888-820-0167.
ext. U30.
SPECIAL REMINDER: time spent at the
careercenter is inversely proportionate to the
time spent living in your parent's basement.
To learn more, call 681-5197 today!

20 Announcements

70 Child Care

HAPPY 21 ST Birthday Rachel! You are my
favorite Rookie! Be prepared to party like a
ROCK STAR 2nite! Love, Christina.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY Fall Dinner with
Cathy Cox, Secretary of State. Saturday,
November 1,7 p.m. Honey Bowen Building.
Tickets: 912-839-3939 or 489-3724.
MUSICAL THEATER Singers rehearsal at
5p.m. in the Blackbox Theater every Monday.
Come out and sing with us. 681-7626
BOOKS FOR Africa event. Coming soon!
For more information, call 871-1435.
HAPPY 21 ST Birthday to our girl, Jolena
Smith. From Kesa, Gena, Talisa, Kim,
Tanika, and Michelle.
HUNGER AND Homeless WeekOct. 13-17.
Planning events now! Ideas? Call 871-1435.
Do things you've never done before!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Megan! Hope you have
a WONDERFUL birthday! You are a great
friend... Love ya, Krysta
HAPPY 21 ST Birthday Jackie Chrisp (13th)
and Natashia Butler (30th). I cherish our
special times. Best Friends Forever
-NNB.
THINK YOU can handle your alcohol?
Prove it. Come drive drunk with Health
Services Oct. 23 from 10-4 p.m. @ Union
Visitor Lot.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Jolena from Eric,
Brandon J. Mark, and Brandon P. We love
you GUY!!
HUNGER AND homeless event at5:15 p.m.
in the Comm. Arts 1001 on October 16. The
Theater and Performance Group will perform
vignettes depicting poverty.
HAVE YOU received your New Student
If not,
; Record, the freshman pictorial?
contact First Year Experience, Isabella
Kling: ikling@gasou.edu or 871-1343.
FEELING SAD blue because no one attends
your club meetings? Put an announcement
in The George-Anne classified section and
fill those empty seats! Just Rip Us Off, it's
free!
HUNGER AND Homeless event -for
Thursday, October 16, at 11:00 a.m. Dr.
Elizabeth Brown will report on homelessness
in Bulloch County in Russell Union 2052.
HAVE A special friend or significant other
with an upcoming birthday? Show your love
by announcing to the world that it's their
birthday! Place an ad in the G-A today.
GRADUATE STUDENT Organization
meeting October 15, noon and 5 p.m. Food
provided! Administrative Annex Building.
211 College Graduate Studies.
STUDENT ACTION Board meets 2nd and
4th Monday each month. Union Room 2054

BABYSITTER NEEDED. ASAP. Call Rob
at 706-840-5783.
NEED A babysitter? Place an ad in The
George-Anne classified section, and we
promise, one of the 16,000 students on
this campus will respond.

75 Churches
COLLEGE STUDENTS- Fellowship
and free dinner Wednesday's 6p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Fair Road.
Reservations required by Tuesday, noon.
Call 681-2053.
DOES YOUR church have student services
or meetings? Place an ad in The GeorgeAnne and new members might join.
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My wife makes all my clothes.

DITHERED TWlTS by Stan Waling
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80 Com puters & Software

ice

a

WANTED: WIRELESS Network Cards
used in GSU dorms. Cash paid. Call Tom:
912-681-7852

i
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90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun. Online at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

120 Furniture & Appliances
BED, MATTRESS, boxsprings, chest,
dresser, sofa, tables, chairs, TV, microwave,
lamps, ironing board, iron, dining table,
various household items. $350 For more
information please call 436-7299 or email
atdlois@gasou.edu.

^140HelpWanted~~'
ONLY $25.00 a month can get you $40 to
$50 worth of groceries. Interested? Call
681-0010.
CAMPUS RECRUITMENT. Companies
recruiting Georgia Southern students will
be on campus soon. To see which majors
they're looking for, log on to students.geor
giasouthern.edu/career.
AMERICA READS needs your help! If
you enjoy helping children and are workstudy eligible, please call Mary Woods in
the Educational Opportunities Program
for details.

150 Lost& Found
REWARD: SMALL male dog missing,
Stadium View Apts. around 10/10/03.
Requires medication. Call 871 -5103, owner
frantic ever disappearance.
LOST MALE dog, black and tan, short
hair, from Stadium View Apartments, on
Friday. Please call 871-5103. Answers
to Sebastian.
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"I want a flat top."
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Healthy Living

ICS, I

Don't get pierced or TATOOED anywhere
until you come and
see us!

Bulgur whole wheat

*%

Bulgur, a form of whole wheat|
easy to prepare because its
kernels have been steam cQokej

«•

Grain sizes
Goarsest: Pilaf
Medium: Cereal
Finest: Tabbouleh

» •

• •

• Over 9 years of piercing
experience by Hick!
• More than 1^,000 piercings
on file!
• New needle every time!
• Navel piercings always $30!
• Eyebrow and noses always $25
with hoop!

«>s»

Preparation
Conk for ahout 1

mirwie_or soak in coldNutritional content

3Mftt*

40 g (1.5 07 ) dry~

Calories

140

Protein

Carhohydrate.
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LOSTCHILD'Spuppy. Shitza. Around area
of Gentilly/East G rady. Has heart condition,
please take to local Vet. 681 -5611.
LOSE SOMETHING? Find it by placing an
ad in The G-A today.

160 Miscellaneous for Sale
AVON ON a budget. Call 912-688-2016,
ask for Macayla Lindsey. Or go online to
www.youravon.com/macaylalindsey.
NEED TO sell something...anything? Put itin
TheGeorge-Anne'sclassifiedsection. One
man's trash is another man's treasure.
1994 KAWASAKI Ninja 250 for sale. Black,
in great condition. $1700 obo. Call Chris
at 764-9273 for more information.
HOT TUB for sale. Less than one year old.
All chemicals included. $1300 obo. Call
Robert at 912-541-4559.
THREE 7 pc. accessory kits for Motorola
T720. $25 each. Price negotiable. Call
Lauren at 912-293-1651.

180 Musical
GUITAR LESSONS- One hour session
$25.00.
Beginner, intermediate or
advanced. Call at least three days in
advance. 871-3686

200 Pets & Supplies_
ADOPT A PET. Furbabies Animal Rescue
has many animals waiting for permanent
homes. To adopt orvolunteer, call 871 -3890
or visit www.farapets@yahoo.com.
NEED Apetsitter? Experienced, responsible
animal lover with excellent references.
Would love to care for your babies while
you're away. Call Jen at 681 -2953..
BALL PYTHON Asking price $125. Has
cage and other necessities. Call 871 -4006
if interested.
FREE PUPPY to good home. Collie/Chow
mix, very sweet, very cute. Call Kimberly
for info: 912-681-9903.
ADORABLE CKC Toy Poodles for sale.
$350, call 770-855-2285

220 Rentals & Real Estate^
*

NEED SOMEONEto sublease apartment at
Eagle Creek Townhouses. 1 bed/1 bath with
washer/dryer. Call Sherry at 681-2203.
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? Want you own
apartment? $265+ flexible leases — Quiet
Environment — Call Parker Realty at
764-5623.
SUBLEASE NEEDED for 2 bed/2 bath
townhouse in The Garden District.
Expanded cable and DSLfree. First month
is paid! No deposit necessary, available
immediately. Please call 681 -3593 for more
information.
SUBLEASE NEEDED for studio apartment
in The Garden District. Rent is $410 per
month. All utilities and cable included. Call
681-7101 if interested.

230 Roommates
NEED SOMEONE to sublease apartment
Spring 2004 at Eagle Creek Townhouses.
One bed/one bath. If interested contact
Sherry at 681-2203.
STILL TRYING to figure out a way to fill
that empty bedroom? Place an ad in The
George-Anne and find a roommate in no
time.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to sublease 1
bedroom in a 3 bedroom apartment in
Garden District. Rent is $285.00/month
plus 1/3 utilities. For more info: Contact
Brandon at 678-1490.

© 2003 KRT
Source: Sunnyland Mills,
The Wellness Encyclopedia
of Food and Nutrition, KRT Photo
Service

January. Will pay first month's rent. Please
call 681-3593 for more information. .
FEMALE SUBLEASER needed for
Statesboro Place in 2004. Private room and
bath, great roommates, only $300/month!
Please call Lori at 481-2538.
SUBLEASER (FEMALE) needed Spring
2004, 1 bedroom with private bath in 3
bedroom apt. Rent + 1/3 utilities. For
info contact Quarlia at 871-6626 or 478952-8768.

"Round trip cruise
Plus
"Food aboard ship
Plus
•Resort accommodations
on Grand Bahama Island

240 Services

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www.Sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
•

NEED A hairdo that is quick and stylish?
Get some micro braids under $50.00 Call
Jolena at 688-8036.
NEED A cut that is LOW? Make an
appointment with Eric at 688-7675.
ADOPT Apetand save a life. Bulloch County
Animal Shelter, visit301 North Statesboro or
www.adoptionfairy@petfinder.com.
GET A JOB! Career services offers
workshops for all GSU students. Topics
include: interviewing, job search, resumes,
grad school and more. Call 681-5197 or
log on: http://students.georgiasouthern.edu/
career

260 Stereo & Sounds_
BOSTWICK AMP model #250.2 and 2
Fosgate speakers for sale together or
individual. Asking $300 obo. Call 541 -1275
for more information.
PIONEER CD Player, great shape, with
wiring, harness and remote. Call 601 -1294,
leave a message.

290 Travel
BAHAMAS SPECIAL
SPRING BREAK &
WINTER BREAK
$199.00 per person!
5 days/4 nights
Package includes:

Toll Free:
888-85-BEACH
(888-852-3224)
www.GoBahama.com

•

SPRING BREAK '04 WITH
STUDENTCITY.COM AND MAXIM
MAGAZINE!
Get hooked up with Free Trips, Cash, and
VIP Status as a Campus Rep! Choose
from 15 of the hottest destinations. Book
early for FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee! To
reserve online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or
call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb
site for list of places to visit and things to
do that are both educational and fun. Online at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/

funstuff/
305 Volunteers

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED at the Bulloch
County Animal Shelter, www.adoptionfair
y@petfinder.com.
FURBABIES ANIMAL Rescue and Aid
needs volunteers. If you would like to
volunteer, call 912-871-3890.

"We COULDN'T F,'GwRe o\AT
wny you w/*Nrex> EGG BCATeRS iN youR BReAICFAST
Speci/*u..BUT HeRe y* &o.'

Tattoos by Jesse
* Six years of experience
• Single-use needles
• Autoclave on site
♦ Members of the Alliance of
Professional Tattooists
We also carry...
• Adult novelties, DVDs & Gifts
* Smoking accessories

• Lava lamps
•Leather and vinyl lingerie

,* Beaded curtains

| Candles and incense
•Blacklights
* Zippo lighters

♦ Fishnets

Check out the newly remodeled Cloud 9!
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REVISION, FROM PAGE I

STUDY, FROM PAGE I
tem of Georgia (USG), and organizes five-week trips to various
locations. Students in this program
take two courses and go on field trips
according to their courses.
However, the Study Abroad Fair
wasn't only filled with programs for
students to take classes overseas;
there were work programs for those
interested.
Programs like the Peace Corps and
the British Universities North America
Club (BUNAC) allowed students to
volunteer and work in locations such
as Latin America, North Africa, Great
Britain, Canada, or New Zealand.
For those that want more infor-

mation about the Peace Corps should
attend a meeting in the Forest Drive
Building on October 20 at 5 p.m.
But, students couldn't go on any of
these programs without a way to pay
for them. The Financial Aid Office
had a representative to talk to students
about how they could use whatever
aid they were getting now toward a
program. This was the busiest table
at the event because students wanted
to know how they could afford their
chosen programs.
Plus, on their table were various
forms for financial aid and brochures
on types of aid available to students,
which students could take to look

over.
Students have a conception that financial aid can't be used toward Study
AbroadPrograms.butitcan. Depending on what aid a student gets, such as
HOPE, grants, or loans, they can use it
toward studying abroad. Plus, under
most federal programs, the amount
of a grant or loan can be increased to
cover additional costs.
If a student can't use their aid toward a program, or need more money,
they can fill out various scholarships
allotted toward Study Abroad. Check
with the Financial Aid Department
for more information about those
programs.

WOLFE, FROM PAGE I
Wolfe has involved himself in
projects ranging from "Host-use
Specialization in Parasitic Plants: A
Molecular Approach" to "How Stress
Influences the Expression of Genetic
Variance." His currentproject involves
research on the evolutionary ecology
of plant invasions. A plant invasion
is less scary than it sounds; it is the
movement of aplant species from one

part of the Earth to another.
However, it can have some very
serious ecological, economic, and
health impacts.
Wolfe's research focuses on the
cause of invasiveness: whether it is a
change in ecology or in genetics that
causes plants to become invasive in a
new habitat. In the future,Wolfe hopes
to compare levels of genetic variance

in the original plant population and
the invasive populations, reconstruct
the invasion history of his subject
plant, and quantify natural selection
regimes in the original population and
the invasive population.
Looking at his research history, it
can only be assumed that he will be
successful in his future endeavors.

basically our job," Paige said.
Paige, with the help of others,
created a survey and sent it out to
many different places in the community in an effort to learn about
people who dealt with any victims
and survivors of rape.
As a result, ReVISION had
meetings in the community and
also did a survey to try to start
the Rape Crisis Center.
Initially, the program centered
on rape, but now it has expanded
to different forms of sexual assault
including rape and incest.

According to Paige, the Rape
Crisis Center has no home yet, but
they hope to have space donated
to them.
When students were asked
about what they thought about
bringing a Rape Crisis Center
to Statesboro, most of them were
pleased. "I think it is something
that is long overdue," said Candace Reese.
Reese, 21, from Atlanta, GA,
said she thinks it will assist more
people to come forward if they
know they can have someone to

talk to.
"If not now, when?" Paige
asked. "When do you want to
get involved in something important, something that will change
people's lives for the better? This
is your opportunity."
If you want to become involved
in this effort, you can contact
Paige at 912-681-0222, or email
at lpaige@georgiasouthern.edu.
You can also contact Mark
Louderback, chairman of BCSATF at stpaul@bulloch.com.

CRIME, FROM PAGE I
crime statistics that take place on
and off the campus. This includes
policy statements and program descriptions, sex offender registry search
information, and procedures to be followed for the sex offenders.
GSU has always been well known
for its safety on and around campus.
Students can feel safe riding their
bikes to class or walking from far
apartments or town-houses. Sure
most would say, though, that they do

feel a lot safer during the day them
at night.
Freshman Mallory Luber stated,
"During the day I feel really safe, but
at night I'm afraid to walk home from
the library by myself."
The Campus Security Report
states both the total crimes reported
to University Police as well as to the
local police. Georgia Southern is
one of the safest universities in the
state of Georgia. With call boxes all

around campus and nightly escorts,
one cannot say that there is no reason
to feel safe.
For any questions about the Campus Safety Report, or to request a copy,
please go to http://welcome.georgias
outhern.edu/publicsafety/stats2003.
For further information, contact the
Georgia Southern University Police
Department at 681-5234 or Public
Safety Captain Buddy Peaster at
bpeaster@georgiasouthern.edu.

Wednesday, October 15
8-1 lpm • Russell Union Ballroom
A Hispanic Culture Event

Sponsored by the Hispanic Student Association
"Your Student Activity Fees at Work"
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PRICES
TOO LOW TO PRINT]

ONE DAY ONLY!

Wednesday, October 15™
Ask About 90 Days Same As Cash
or 6 Months
Same As Cash
, MENTS

mm /TERTO
WIN IV3ANY

SUPER SAVINGS
On ALL Tires
including:

Regatta II
Rover AT
Eagle GT HR
Rover MT
GT Qualifier
Integrity
Wrangler AT/S
Ultra Tour
Wrangler RT/S BFG KO's

GOODpYEAR
One Day Only Tire Sale!

We'd Rather Sell 'em Than Count 'em

Ask About Our
;{i7ii»B;riMii;jiBj;tihy*iCTm;

••ALSO GREAT DEALS ON AUTO SERVICE**
Also Great Service Specials

IEM PRS;
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207 Northside Dr. • H wy. 80 East"%;

764-6659

m

^

811 South Main Street

871-6659

Open 7:30-6:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • 7:30-4:00 p.m. Saturday

ASz

M OK»S SANE AS CASH!* U00.M minimum required purchase. FINANCE CHARGES accrue from the date of purchase and ail accrual FINANCE CHARGES will be added to your account for the entire deferred period If qualified purchases are not paid In full at the end of the deferred
{tried (SB days,) w if you Ml to mas* • required payment when due. See below for more details. 'With credit approval for purchases made on the Goodyear Credit Card APR: Preferred Rate: 21.96%, Std. Rate 24.0% Mln. Fin. Chge. $.50, except PRE, FREE MOUNTING - FREE ROTATION
Every 6,000 nines, with tire purchase. Prices. MM aWMHeM, credit terms, and auto service offers shown available at Goodye,'.r Auto Service Centers. See any of the listed Independent dealers for complete details on their competitive prices, warranties and credit terms.

